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Introduction

The board of directors for a credit union have an especially 

complex role. In every decision, board members have an 

obligation to consider credit union strategy, fiduciary 
accountability, and the needs of members. In an era of 

fierce competition and rapid change, how can credit union 
boards strike the right conversation and access the right 

information to make the right choices to serve members? 

And what role does technology play in supporting that 
conversation?

This white paper will explore best practices when it comes to creating the ideal conditions to get the 

most value from credit union boards as advisors on evolving member needs, managing risk, and 

staying true to organizational vision. We consulted with board governance advisors John Dinner and 

Peter Myers of DDJ Myers for their perspective as well as drawing on credit union experiences.

Effective board governance drives overall performance and in the case of credit unions, it delivers 
better value for members. Among the many modern challenges of board management, credit union 

boards are facing increasing pressure to contribute to the performance of the organizations 

they lead.

“ The challenge for credit union board members, and this goes beyond this moment 

with COVID-19, is to balance fiduciary and compliance duty with member needs 
and expectations,” explains John Dinner. “Most credit unions have diverse mem-

ber populations – how do you represent them? At the same time, how do you 
honour and maintain the member focus while delivering on the board’s fiduciary 
responsibilities? Credit unions will be feeling the balancing act acutely right now 
as they evaluate risk versus their financial service responsibility during COVID-19. 
In the end, members will want to know their needs were well considered.”

https://www.boardgovernance.ca/
https://ddjmyers.com/
https://aprioboardportal.com/news/5-modern-challenges-boards-face-expert-panel-perspective/


5 priorities for strong 
board decisions

This white paper provides five practical priorities for 
credit unions to focus on to make the right decisions  

for members and the longevity of their organizations, 

right now.

Inclusive  
board meetings

Open inquiry, exchange  

of ideas, and free  

debate will best serve  

your members

Recruitment  
for diversity

Consider composition  

reflective of your  
membership and plan for 

innovative recruitment 

strategies

Strong  
onboarding and  

board development

Continuous information  

flow plus education  
and programs keep 

directors engaged

 
Ensure board  

business continuity

Responsiveness and  

the ability to make fast 

decisions at times of  

disruption will see  

you through

 
Technology for  

open communication

Providing information  

in a timely manner via  

a secure board portal  

so directors can  

prepare is key



John Dinner adds that rigorous decision-making is also key. “Board members need to ensure that 

objective criteria are applied and the risk of uninformed personal opinion is mitigated”. This can be 

achieved by focusing on key governance outcomes that align with the board’s accountabilities to both 

members and the best interests of the credit union.
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“ Board members need to ensure that objective criteria are applied and the risk  
of uninformed personal opinion is mitigated” JOHN DINNER, DDJ MYERS

http://www.boardgovernance.ca
http://www.ddjmyers.com

